purposing to utilize an old stairwell post
the couple already had in storage. A couof old pillars remain in the basement
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houses in the country, seashores,
mountains; and you also desire these
things very much. But everybody does
that. Whenever you choose, you can retreat into yourself.” No doubt some
women and men locked away and doing time found this encouraging.
“You are a runaway if you run from
reason and good sense; you are blind if
you shut the eyes of understanding;
you are poor if you ‘need’ another, when
you do not have – in yourself – all that is
needed and useful in life.” I’m sure we
knocked that one around for a while.
“We are made for cooperation, like
feet, like hands, like eyelids, like the
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worked and turned it into a mirror to
hang over the wood burning fireplace.
Oak hardwood flooring was revealed

rows of teeth. To act against one another then is contrary to nature.” A particularly good reminder for people
squeezed into small spaces for long periods of time.
“Do every act of your life as if it were
the last, laying aside all carelessness
and running away from what your head
says is right …” A good invitation for inmates (and chaplains) to do some deep
reflection.
“Within is the fountain of good, and
it will always bubble up, if you will only
dig.”
Chris reads and discusses his new
book, “A Freethinker’s Gospel: Essays for
a Sacred Secular World,” at 6 p.m. Oct.
23 at Malaprop’s Bookstore/Café, in
downtown Asheville. Please join him
for this free event.

for the grandchildren.
Just off the kitchen as
has become
Lori’s office
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choose just the parts that
less disturbing to those
This just may lead us do
road of becoming “cultura
“almost Christians,” and a
form but no power.
Jesus thought that it w
to view the scriptures as
is evident when he walke
with the two men on the w
us after his resurrection
says, “And beginning wit
the prophets, Jesus expla
what was said in all the sc
cerning himself ” (NIV).
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